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About  
this book

We know that keeping our fingers on the pulse  
of what’s happening is important.  

After tracking and cataloguing hundreds of 
cultural observations over the course of 2018, we 
decided to step back and look at the big picture. 
What was a momentary blip and what might 
signal a fundamental shift? 

While new trends and behaviors will continue to 
emerge, we hope these themes can inspire us in  
2019 and beyond!
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A modern partner 
to ambitious brands.

Stories Communities

Systems

We believe a modern brand is a combination of stories, systems and 
communities and we approach our work aiming at the overlaps between. 

That is where modern brands will thrive.
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Creating positive human connections for Hasbro,  
powered by Cultural & Behavioral Intelligence

Breadth 

Giving people chances to play and 
explore in new and unexpected ways

Depth 

Connecting with people at different 
depths along the fandom spectrum

Agility 

Ensuring we adapt to the new ways to find 
and share joy in an ever-changing world
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Breadth 

Giving people chances to play and 
explore in new and unexpected ways

From finding ways to seamlessly infuse technology into epic Nerf battles  
and dungeon dives, to unlocking imaginative play with literal keys or the  

sound of your voice, we’re constantly on the hunt for the new ways to play.
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Depth 

Connecting with people at different 
depths along the fandom spectrum

From the artists of Tumblr and Easy to the cosplayers and mana-tappers  
to the entertainment junkies and comic nerds, we’re constantly looking for 

passionate audiences to connect with in new, authentic ways.
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Agility 

Ensuring we adapt to the new ways to find 
and share joy in an ever-changing world

From the impact of technology on how people find joy, to shifts in the retail 
landscape and the increasing buying-power of formerly niche audiences, to shifts in 
the types of experiences that are valued, we have to be ready when the playing field 

evolves.
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9 Themes for 2019
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64 observations
Inputs

Community 
Confusion
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 Content

Identity  
Memes

Everything  
is Fake
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Platforms
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Even  
Faster  
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in Fashion 
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Hyper 
Personal

Beyond 
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Logomania
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Clear 
Accessories

Doodles

Customized 
Game Play

The  
Podcast  
Boom

#MoreThan 
AnAthlete Pro Fans

Critics v 
Spectators
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The Queen: 
Ariana 

Grande

Gaming  
for All

The Drake 
System

Gaming  
Driving 
Culture

Gaming 
Industry  
Growing  

Pains

Refreshing 
Revamps

Modern  
Audio  

Dramas

NBA Style

K-pop  
Kings BTS
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Games
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Unboxing

Internetty 
Card 

Games

Sequin  
Plushies

Drones  
and  

Robots

Unboxing  
Scents

Multilayer 
Unboxing

Gross  
is Fun

Coding  
Games

Augmented 
Reality

Wearable 
Collectibles

Voice  
Activated  

Play

Mini 
Sunglasses

SAY IT  
LOUD

Tactile 
Unboxing

Renaissance

Internet Culture Design Entertainment & Fandom Product
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9 for 2019
Nine key themes aligned with three major shifts

Output

In order to keep up with the ever-increasing pace of change, it’s vital to have our fingers on the pulse 
of what’s changing in culture & behavior. While individual trends are important to note, we’ve distilled 

our observations into nine broader themes that align with three major shifts.
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SHIFT 1: 
No Middle 

Ground

SHIFT 2: 
Shareability 

Redefined

SHIFT 3: 
Empathy & 

Understanding
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SHIFT 1: No Middle Ground
THEN: There used to be wisdom in playing to the middle, safety found in numbers 

NOW: Success and breakthrough are found in the extremes 

(Avoid here)Min Max

Postmodern  
Storytelling

Maximalist & Minimalist  
Experiences

Aesthetic 
Extremes
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MAXIMALISM: Things are getting louder, brighter, bolder 
From chunky sneakers to oversized coats to bright hair and Ariana Grande

MINIMALISM: At the same time, we’re returning to basics 
From limited palettes, to leaving room for a small personalized touch,  
to clear/see-through materials, to hand-drawn doodles

SHIFT 1: 
No Middle Ground 
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Aesthetic 
Extremes

Simplicity Hyper Personal Clear & Transparent Doodles

Chunky Sneakers Oversized Colorful & Magical Hair Ariana Grande



Maximalist & Minimalist  
Experiences
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SHIFT 1: 
No Middle Ground 

MAXIMALISM: People are looking for visceral, over-the-top experiences  
From scents, to tactile, to gross, they’re even turning their pets to 11

MINIMALISM: At the same time, there’s a yearning for simplicity 
From 80s/90s nostalgia, to simple card games, brands are responding with simplified 
branding, revamped classics, and boy bands

Unboxing Scents Tactile Unboxing Gross is Fun Pet Cosplay

80s & 90s Nostalgia Internetty Card  
Games

Witches BTS



MAXIMALISM: Audiences have begun to crave depth  
and multi-dimensionality in the stories they follow 
From ever-expanding universes, to customized play in video games, 
to exploring augmented reality, to deep-dive podcasts
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SHIFT 1: 
No Middle Ground 

Postmodern 
Storytelling

MINIMALISM: On the other hand, there’s still plenty  
of desire for the shallow and absurd 
From ridiculous internet celebrities, to silly parties, to big animals, to the  
latest dance challenge

Absurd Fame Parties for Every 
Occasion

Big Animals Dance Challenges

Universe Expansion Gaming Driving  
Culture

Augmented Reality Podcast Boom



SHIFT 2: Shareability Redefined
THEN: People lose trust in brands and start sharing with each other 

NOW: People are losing trust in platforms and how their data is being shared

Curated Personas Ephemeral & Private Algorithmic Influences

PERSONAL

PUBLIC

Gen Z posts 2x more here than on public feeds.  
43% update private channels at least once a day 

Source: Jaywing, “How do I understand dark social?”, 3/2018
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This “tip of the iceberg” approach to curating your social persona  
has accelerated the cycle of fashion and beauty trends and also  
shaped the types of social content shared

Curated Personas 

SHIFT 2: 
Shareability Redefined 
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Even Faster Fashion Identity Memes

NBA Style Colorful and  
Magical Hair

Professional Fans
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As consumers (particularly younger ones) become more aware of 
the permanence of what they post, we’re seeing a steady rise in 
private and ephemeral sharing 

Platforms that understand the needs of this new generation are thriving, while 
others have stumbled
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Ephemeral  
& Private

Dark Social Ephemeral Content

Not Understanding 
Communities

The New “Challenge” 
Platform

The All in One 
Platform

SHIFT 2: 
Shareability Redefined 



Shareable-by-design is not new. Products, brands and artists have been 
embedding shareability into their work for some time now  

What has accelerated is the regularity and savviness with which things are 
designed, even optimized, to work best for the specific algorithms of 
specific platforms and audiences
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Algorithmic 
Influences

K-Pop Kings: BTSThe Drake System Unusual Unboxing

Customized Game Play Parties for Every 
Occasion

Gross is Fun

SHIFT 2: 
Shareability Redefined 



SHIFT 3: Empathy & Understanding
THEN: The promise of big data to help us understand the connections between everything & everyone 

NOW: The pendulum swings back towards understanding specific audiences intimately & emotionally

Underserved 
Audiences

Authenticity  
as Social Capital

Race to be the 
Most Woke
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The entertainment industry has learned that paying close attention to 
specific audiences is a repeatable path to unlocking mass success 
From the biggest romantic comedy of the year, to the surprise Marvel hit, to the Netflix-
fueled resurgence of the teen-romance drama or age-old stories like Archie and 
Sabrina

Underserved Audiences 
Made for someone, even  

if that’s not “you”
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Universe ExpansionWitchesRefreshing Revamps Customized Game Play

SHIFT 3: 
Empathy & Understanding



In a world where everything can be faked more and more easily,  
people are hungering for things that ring true 

From athletes speaking their mind on social issues and their passions outside of  
sports, to pets and animals that are simple and pure

#MoreThanAnAthlete

Distrust of 
Platforms

Everything is 
Fake

Con Artists Pet CosplayProfessional 
Fans

Big Animals
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Authenticity  
as Social Capital

SHIFT 3: 
Empathy & Understanding
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Authenticity (by definition) is not something you can chase or 
fake, but that hasn’t stopped everyone from politicians to 
athletes to brands from trying 

Despite their good intentions, for every example of getting it right, there are 
many more that have gotten it horribly wrong

Race to be 
the Most Woke

#MoreThanAnAthlete Cringing at Brands Not Understanding 
Communities
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SHIFT 1:  
No middle ground 
 
Don’t play it safe in the center. 
Disruption is found in the extremes. 

Aesthetic Extremes
Visual polarization as louder, brighter, bolder designs 
are on the rise, but so are more minimal basic looks 

(limited palettes, hand-drawn).

Maximalist & Minimalist Experiences

SHIFT 2:  
Shareability Redefined 
 
Behavior reflects both better 
understanding and declining trust in 
social platforms.

SHIFT 3:  

Empathy & Understanding 
 
Algorithms are fine, but deeply and 
intimately understanding people is vital.

Consumers are looking for visceral, over-the-top, experiences 
that stimulate the senses, while 

also yearning for homespun simplicity.

Postmodern Storytelling
Fans are gravitating towards deeper, multi-dimensional 

stories as well as extremely shallow, absurdist ones 
(but not in between).

Curated Personas
The more attention is paid to intentionally crafting 
public profiles, the more content cycle accelerates 

(particularly in fashion/beauty).

Ephemeral & Private
Rise in privately shared or time-limited content as 

consumers (particularly younger ones) become 
sensitive to the permanence of what they post.

Algorithmic Influences
Products and content specifically and intentionally 
designed to optimize performance with algorithms 

across different platforms.

Underserved Audiences
The entertainment industry has learned that paying 
close attention to specific audiences is a repeatable 

path to unlocking mass success.

Authenticity as Social Capital
In a world where everything can be faked more and 

more easily, people are hungry for 
experiences and stories that ring true.

The Race to be the Most Woke
Authenticity (by definition) is not something you can 
chase or fake, but that hasn’t stopped everyone from 

trying ...and often falling short.

9 for 2019
Nine key themes to pay attention to, across three major shifts
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Appendix of  
Cultural Observations
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Methodology
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Using Cultural & Behavioral Intelligence 
to drive innovation. 

Breadth 

Cast a wide net.
Depth 

Narrow the field.
Agility 

Act on the right insights. 

Gather signals beyond 
category and competitors

Focus on the people and 
topics that matter the 

most

Harness actionable trends 
before they are mainstream
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A diverse team of analysts, strategists and cultural natives that 
bring context and insight to data-driven observations.

It’s one part art.
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It’s one part science.
A diverse set of tools and inputs combined with techniques to 

understand the complexity behind unstructured data.
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Machine 
Learning

Internet 
Trends

General Social 
Listening

Ghost Panels

Data Science & Marketing 
Intelligence

We use a combination of proprietary tools to track different types of 
cultural signals: from indexes based on upload volume via the YouTube 
API, to forensic analysis of the spread of “viral” content, to mapping the 

popularity of topics within a content vertical.
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In 2018, we created a series 
of reports that looked at 
culture and behavior for a 
range  
of Hasbro brands.
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Assembling the most salient observations 
Across our work with different Hasbro brands, four core trend categories were of repeated interest. 

As we documented and assembled relevant trends throughout the year, these categories served  
as a filter to ensure we were finding and sharing the most relevant trends for Hasbro’s business.

1. Internet Culture 
Changes in why/how/what people share across platforms

2. Design 
Changes in the visual language of the cultural landscape

4. Product 
How cultural shifts are impacting what’s produced and bought

3. Entertainment 
Changes what fans are rallying around and why, across media
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Internet Culture
01
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The State of Platforms
Let’s talk about
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In 2018, social media users were more aware than 
ever about the platforms they were using, and vocal 
about what they disliked.
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Distrust of Platforms 
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

-11% drop in trust in platforms in 2018 (U.S.), 
-2% globally*

44% of Facebook users 18-29 have deleted  
the app off their phone**

4M combined mentions about Zuckerberg  
& Dorsey’s hearings

INSIGHT: 

Young social media users are growing more  
suspicious of platforms and calling out their leaders.  
  
WHAT: 

Facebook and Twitter CEOs in particular are under fire for how misinformation  
is spread on their platforms, and of course for privacy concerns as Facebook  
profited from users’ personal data. These concerns have led young  
Facebook users in particular to leave in droves, and of course to mock Zucc.

*Forbes, 2018 
**Pew Research Center, 2018 
Note: Mentions data is from Twitter, Reddit and News articles, during the week of the hearings,  
4/9/18 - 4/16/18 & 9/3/18 - 9/10/18
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Not Understanding 
Communities

THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

3M users left Snapchat following the 
redesign*

15M Dislikes on YouTube Rewind

30% of women believe Twitter’s  
Abuse Reporting is inadequate**

INSIGHT: 
Platforms have to evolve and profit to survive, but failing to 
keep the interests and preferences of the community at heart 
can be catastrophic. 

WHAT: 

Snapchat’s drastic design changes and prioritization of sponsored content led to 
a swift decline in usage in early 2018. Amid many other YouTube creator 
controversies, the platform closed out the year with their most inauthentic 
YouTube Rewind yet, favoring celebrity highlights over some of the most beloved 
creators of the year.

*Digital Trends, 2018 **Amnesty International Global Study, 2018
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Everything is Fake
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

>60% of web traffic is fake*

~300M fake video ad impressions  
generated per day via Methbot**

200k customers of Devumi, a company  
that sells fake social media followers***

INSIGHT: 
The ability to tell truth from fiction online is becoming 
increasingly difficult, and the outcomes can be dangerous. 

WHAT: 

Sophisticated techniques and computer-generated algorithms are being  
employed to do everything from bumping up web traffic and views to  
creating dangerous content using the likeness of real people.  
 
Real people are being incentivized to create fake content too — from negative  
reviews to fake sponsored content.

*New York Magazine, 2018 
**White Ops, The Methbot Operation, 2016 
***New York Times, 2018
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https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2018/12/influencers-are-faking-brand-deals/578401/
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https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/01/27/technology/social-media-bots.html


There’s been a shift in the way social  
users communicate and share. 
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Dark Social
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

+115% increase in dark social messaging from 
2016 - 2017* 

85% of messages shared on Instagram are 
between user’s same three friends**

2B private messaging users in 2018***

INSIGHT: 
Safety concerns and the desire to share meaningfully 
again are driving growth in private messaging spheres.   
WHAT: 

Gen Z is driving this trend — it began with Finstas (fake Instagram accounts) to 
relieve the anxiety of sharing with everyone you know. Similarly, Snapchat, 
despite losing significantly in 2018, is now a haven for simply messaging the 
small groups of friends who are still there. Growth in messaging app usage and 
private chats continues to climb, and is projected to grow to 2.4B users in 2021.

*MarTech Advisor, 2018   **Social Media Week, 2018   ***Statista
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https://www.statista.com/statistics/483255/number-of-mobile-messaging-users-worldwide/
https://mashable.com/article/should-i-make-a-finsta-instagram/#oUYbhdPsgaqh
https://www.theverge.com/2018/5/18/17366528/snapchat-decline-internet-ghost-towns


Ephemeral Content 
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

15X Faster growth rate than newsfeed format 
content from Q2 2016 to Q3 2017***

400M Daily active Instagram Stories users*

450M Daily active WhatsApp Story users**

INSIGHT: 
Stories are the antithesis to the perfectly curated 
newsfeed because of their impermanence, but they’re  
also encouraging constant sharing.  
WHAT: 

Though Snapchat created the temporary story messaging over four years ago,  
this method of sharing has gone mainstream across private messaging apps  
and platforms and has become more popular than the newsfeed.

*Statista  **TechCrunch, 2018   ***Buffer Blog, 2018 �42

https://blog.bufferapp.com/instagram-stories-research
https://techcrunch.com/2018/05/01/whatsapp-stories/


The platforms that stood out offered new ways 
to create content and interact.
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The All-In-One Platform
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

1B monthly active users as of June 2018*

63% of teens 13 - 17 use Instagram daily*

72% of users report making purchase 
decisions based on something they  
saw on Instagram*

INSIGHT: 
Users enjoy the seamlessness of using one app when  
new designs and features meet their needs.  
WHAT: 

Instagram is staying ahead of the curve and getting users to stay in the app by 
spotting behaviors on other platforms and creating similar features, including 
one that taps into the desire for ‘dark social’ called “Close Friends”. They’ve 
incorporated longform, vertical content with IGTV,  made shopping easier and 
bookmarking a possibility. These changes roll out gradually, and have reverted 
back when community response is negative.  

*HootSuite, 2018 �44

https://www.engadget.com/2018/12/27/instagram-feed-scrolls-sideways-no-good-reason/
https://www.engadget.com/2018/12/27/instagram-feed-scrolls-sideways-no-good-reason/
https://techcrunch.com/2018/11/30/how-instagram-close-friends-works/
https://digiday.com/media/instagrams-igtv-sees-growing-popularity-episodic-videos/
https://www.theverge.com/2018/11/15/18095679/instagram-shopping-product-collection-video-posts


The New “Challenge” 
Platform

THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

500M monthly active users on Tik Tok*

300M monthly active users on Douyin, the 
Chinese equivalent*

$75B the #1 highest valued tech startup 
globally (ByteDance, parent company)**

INSIGHT: 
With a low barrier to entry and easy music integration, 
challenge culture has found a new home in Tik Tok.  
WHAT: 

Tik Tok (formerly Musical.ly), is rooted in Vine-style content with user creativity  
limited to a short timeframe (15 seconds), and the ability to string clips together.  
The platform surfaces trends via hashtags, the majority of which are challenge-
based (i.e. #matildachallenge). Dancing and lip-syncing dominates the platform.

*eMarketer, 2018   **TechCrunch, 2018
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https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2018/10/what-tiktok-is-cringey-and-thats-fine/573871/
https://twitter.com/kassy/status/1081179862109511681


What People Shared in 2018
Let’s talk about
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https://twitter.com/govjin/status/1059646987216306178
https://twitter.com/wxvydon/status/1002398750051094534
https://twitter.com/touchnick/status/978715553731874816
https://twitter.com/JenniferReitman/status/1059467406572052480


The most popular social content emphasized people’s 
desire to express themselves.
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Dance Challenges
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

3M mentions of ‘In My Feelings Challenge’

347k mentions of ‘Fortnite Dance Challenge’

179k mentions of ‘Level Up Challenge’

INSIGHT: 
The joy of dancing is driving success for new platforms, 
new and unexpected entertainment, and of course new 
songs.  
WHAT: 

Songs and stars continue to spark viral dances like Drake’s 
#InMyFeelingsChallenge spurred by Shiggy and Ciara’s #LevelUpChallenge. But 
dance challenges this year also found success with new platforms (Tik Tok) and 
permeated other subcultures—gaming, with the #FortniteDanceChallenge. 

Note: Source data is from Twitter, Reddit and News articles, from 1/1/2018 - 12/31/2018 �48

https://www.popsugar.com/celebrity/photo-gallery/45047332/embed/45047340/Smith-Totally-Slayed-His-Dance
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2018/11/23/inside-tiktok-premier-app-firefighters-who-enjoy-lip-syncing-baby-shark/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.d13f30abfc9d
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8c5YY9DcoiE
https://twitter.com/ciara/status/1021098709881270272?lang=en
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/23/style/shiggy-challenges-inmyfeelings.html
https://mashable.com/2018/08/29/what-is-bts-idol-challenge-twitter/?utm_source=Internal+Internet+Brunch&utm_campaign=f84ea1109a-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_04_12_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_18ce896bf1-f84ea1109a-305894181#YGoVHJN3Hkqy


Parties for every occasion
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

+374% increase in yearly mentions of ‘Gender 
Reveal’ from 2016 to 2018

+152% increase in searches for ‘Godparent 
Proposals’ from 2017 to 2018*

35k mentions of ‘Divorce parties’ in 2018

INSIGHT: 
Social media is both amplifying the pressure to do & share 
more, and also providing an excuse to get together with 
people in real life more often.  
WHAT: 

Social media has fueled the desire to celebrate all life moments, elevating the 
smaller ones and in turn creating new marketing and business opportunities for 
everything from Gender Reveals to Godparent Proposals.  

*Pinterest Newsroom, 2018 
Note: Source data is from Twitter, Reddit and News articles
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https://www.theatlantic.com/family/archive/2018/11/gender-reveal-parties-life-events/577075/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/divorce-parties-inside-the-trend-that-makes-ending-a-marriage-look-fun_n_5a7cace6e4b044b3821ade5c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TzHT9RXL7rs
https://www.etsy.com/listing/567062419/godmother-proposal-mug-godmother-mug?ga_order=most_relevant&ga_search_type=all&ga_view_type=gallery&ga_search_query=godmother+mug+proposal&ref=sr_gallery-1-1&organic_search_click=1&rper=1


Identity Memes
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

133k #FilmStruck4 and #DisneyFour mentions

103% increase in mentions about  
‘astrology memes’

346k followers of @notallgeminis

INSIGHT: 
People are defining themselves through entertainment, and also 
looking to astrology to understand themselves and the world 
around them.  

WHAT: 

Both of these behaviors are rooted in a desire to share your personality or relate 
to something, whether it be through characters or the zodiac. For astrology, this 
stretches beyond memes too—research has shown that younger generations are 
increasingly less religious, and more interested in astrology as they’re looking to 
something else to find comfort and insight or even escape during stressful 
times. 

Note: Source data is from Twitter, Reddit and News articles, from 1/1/2018 - 12/31/2018 �50

https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2018/01/the-new-age-of-astrology/550034/
https://twitter.com/redpandarama/status/1013295449258840064?lang=en
https://twitter.com/jes_chastain/status/986823727932321793
https://www.dailydot.com/unclick/2018-astrology-memes/
https://www.instagram.com/p/BgKqAqiHBkT/?utm_source=ig_embed
https://www.instagram.com/p/Bri6-9-FJ86/


Fans are focusing on the visual hallmarks  
of entertainment and using them in  
fun and inventive ways.
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INSIGHT: 
As franchises grow older (Spider-Man is 57 years old!) 
fans have begun to pride themselves on being able to 
celebrate all generations of a character.  

WHAT: 

These costume and/or actor breakdowns often show the characters in many 
decades, chronicling how they’ve grown over the years. We even see this with 
Hasbro-owned properties, like My Little Pony or Transformers.  

Costume Breakdowns
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

28 Suits included in Insomniac’s 
blockbuster 2018 PS4 game,  
Marvel’s Spider-Man 

1500+ Number of edits on Wookiepedia’s  
entry on Darth Vader’s armor

32k Engagements on the  
evolution of Darth Vader Reddit post
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https://www.ign.com/articles/2018/09/14/spider-man-a-history-of-every-costume-in-the-ps4-game
https://www.ign.com/articles/2018/09/14/spider-man-a-history-of-every-costume-in-the-ps4-game
https://www.ign.com/articles/2018/09/14/spider-man-a-history-of-every-costume-in-the-ps4-game
https://www.ign.com/articles/2018/09/14/spider-man-a-history-of-every-costume-in-the-ps4-game
https://www.reddit.com/r/Marvel/comments/91ipih/the_17year_transformation_of_hugh_jackman_as/
https://www.fromthegrapevine.com/arts/wonder-woman-costume-history-gal-gadot
https://www.reddit.com/r/StarWars/comments/88iifs/evolution_costumes_of_darth_vader/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5vI3YypGhnA


Meme Marketing Power 
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

8M mentions about ‘Bird Box’ and 
#BirdBoxChallenge post-release

5M mentions about ‘A Star is Born’ post-
trailer

24M views on ‘A Star is Born’ trailer  
(and 1M on the Muppet spoof!)

Note: Source data is from Twitter, Reddit and News articles

INSIGHT: 
Social users are latching on to a film’s few key signifiers, 
creating memes that substantially drive viewership. 

WHAT: 

Few movies were memed as much as ‘Bird Box’ and ‘A Star is Born’ in 2018. 
Twitter exploded with hilarious content (and eventually a dangerous challenge) 
based on Netflix’s ‘Bird Box’, playing on the recognizable bandana. It was 
inescapable, and with Netflix having such scale, just featuring it prominently in 
the app + Sandra Bullock’s notoriety got 45 million to watch. ‘A Star is Born’ was 
also inescapable—even before the film was released. In fact, its earnest (and 
stereotypical) trailer is what provided so many opportunities for memes.
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https://twitter.com/tasha_bermudez/status/1077035197252726784
https://twitter.com/WitDaShiitz/status/1077692557172375559
https://500ish.com/the-truly-viral-movie-is-here-3335c30e2062
https://twitter.com/iamsosorry/status/1048045243277475840
https://www.theringer.com/movies/2018/10/10/17959158/a-star-is-born-memes-bradley-cooper-lady-gaga-oscars
https://twitter.com/davefranklin/status/1043559369512824832
https://twitter.com/KevinTPorter/status/1042467450141339648


INSIGHT: 
It’s not enough to dress yourself up in cosplay anymore, 
real fans dress up their cats and dogs! 

WHAT: 

Whether it’s Game of Thrones or the latest Marvel movie characters, superfans 
love taking pictures of their animals for social. This lets them celebrate the 
characters in a new way, and post cute pictures too.  

Pet Cosplay (Dogsplay!)
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

152k Followers of @Cat_Cosplay on Twitter

15k Instagram posts using #CatCosplay

4k+ Amazon products related to  
“dog cosplay”
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https://ohmy.disney.com/movies/2018/03/23/nimbus-disney-cosplay-dog/
https://www.sadanduseless.com/funny-dog-cosplay/
https://www.instagram.com/p/BsjIW_ZjhM7/
https://twitter.com/Cat_Cosplay/status/1084875223969652737


A whole new level of absurdity emerged from 
the content that went viral.
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Con Artists 
THE TREND IS

380k mentions about Banksy shredding

1M engagements on McDonald’s poster prank 
post

29k mentions about the Justin Bieber  
Burrito photo

INSIGHT: 
Stunts both subtle and outlandish went viral for fooling 
audiences and the internet. 
WHAT: 

A photo of Justin Bieber eating a burrito in a bizarre way went viral and turned 
out to be a staged imitation, friends went viral for a poster they put up of 
themselves in McDonald’s that went unnoticed, and Banksy pulled off a self-
destructing hoax at a Sotheby’s art auction. 

Note: Mention data includes Twitter, Reddit and News articles, from 1/1/2018 - 12/31/2018

IMPORTANT NUMBERS
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https://twitter.com/i/moments/1037054304677519361?utm_source=Internal+Internet+Brunch&utm_campaign=1c559f57c4-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_04_12_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_18ce896bf1-1c559f57c4-305894181
https://hyperallergic.com/464596/was-banksys-recent-stunt-a-hoax/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vs6In7UtyXY
https://hyperallergic.com/464596/was-banksys-recent-stunt-a-hoax/


Absurd Fame
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

34M streams of Mason Ramsey’s first hit 
“Famous” 

1M mentions about ‘Gritty’

51M likes on “The Egg” Instagram post, most-
liked ever

INSIGHT: 
Social media catapulted a few wholesome and  
unexpected figures to real fame because... why not?  
We all needed some positivity in 2018. 

WHAT: 

What do Gritty, Mason Ramsey and the Hot Duck have in common? They all  
got their start thanks to social media. People went crazy for their goofy looks,  
unusual old-school talent or absurd beauty. There’s an element of wholesome 
humor in going crazy for them, and the rarity of that only made it that much  
more fun to share. 

Note: Mention data includes Twitter, Reddit and News articles, from 1/1/2018 - 12/31/2018 �57

https://www.cnet.com/news/gritty-philadelphia-flyers-is-the-internet-mascot-of-2018/
https://www.thecut.com/2018/11/everyone-loves-the-hot-duck.html
https://www.rollingstone.com/music/music-country/mason-ramsey-inside-the-curious-fame-of-lil-hank-williams-716053/
https://www.instagram.com/p/BsOGulcndj-/


Big Animals
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

742k mentions of ‘absolute unit’

208k mentions of ‘oh lawd he comin’

17k mentions about ‘Knickers’ the cow

INSIGHT: 
These animals and ridiculous terms users created  
offered lighthearted amusement in an otherwise  
dark internet.  

WHAT: 

Similar to ‘Absurd Fame’, nothing captivated the internet more in 2018  
than pictures and videos of large animals and coming up with new terms  
to describe them: chonk, unit, round boys. This is the next evolution from  
giving dogs funny nicknames (doggo, puppernino, etc.)

Note: Mention data includes Twitter, Reddit and News articles, from 1/1/2018 - 12/31/2018
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https://www.vox.com/2018/11/28/18116309/knickers-giant-australian-cow
https://twitter.com/joshgondelman/status/1067550308451131394
https://twitter.com/TheMERL/status/983341970318938112
https://twitter.com/dreamlandtea/status/1027930240138526720


And the internet continued to 
thrive on cringeworthy moments.
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Cringey UGC 
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

271k @boyswhocancook followers

13M views on the top 10 ‘Tik Tok Cringe’ 
videos

4M views on the top 10 ‘Try Not to Cringe 
Challenge 2018’ videos 

INSIGHT: 
There’s a growing subculture around watching 
unintentionally awkward, or creating intentionally  
gross content to elicit a cringeworthy response.  
WHAT: 

‘Try Not to Cringe’ video compilation creators have gained a new source through  
Tik Tok, and even brands have picked up on the behavior of being intentionally  
gross and cringeworthy to get a response from people. 
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https://www.youtube.com/results?sp=CAMSBAgFEAE%253D&search_query=try+not+to+cringe
https://www.instagram.com/chefboyardeezy/?hl=en
https://twitter.com/kathasty/status/1073008400160694273
https://twitter.com/gushers/status/1082348475600326656
https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2018/10/what-tiktok-is-cringey-and-thats-fine/573871/


Cringing at Brands
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

488k r/FellowKids subscribers

40%
of mentions about DJ Khaled’s 
performance at the Overwatch League 
Finals were negative

629k retweets were of posts mocking IHOB 
(making up top 10 most retweeted  
about the stunt)

INSIGHT: 
Brands are often the subject of scrutiny online for trying too 
hard to resonate with young people and missing the mark.     
WHAT: 
There were some marketers and platforms in 2018 who were not trying to be 
cringeworthy. From bizarre event choices (DJ Khaled at Blizcon) to meme-speak, 
they were trying to appeal to different audiences *insert ‘How do you do fellow 
kids’ gif *, but the internet is quick to call out the lame attempts or missteps.  

Note: Mention data includes Twitter and Reddit, from 1/1/2018 - 12/31/2018 �61

https://www.reddit.com/r/FellowKids/comments/7zekq3/i_dont_think_thats_how_that_meme_works/
https://www.reddit.com/r/FellowKids/comments/8lmxy5/not_one_soul_voted_on_subways_twitter_poll/
https://i.imgur.com/iYdG7BA.jpg
https://kotaku.com/the-internet-reacts-to-dj-khaleds-underwhelming-overwat-1827968996
https://twitter.com/mekacasino/status/1023295433320235008
https://twitter.com/igzrap/status/1006163895839576066
https://twitter.com/mekacasino/status/1023295433320235008


In 2018 we saw: In 2019 we expect:

This Dada-esque humor through memes will likely 
continue, reflecting the political and social 
climate as well as consumer’s desire to escape.

01
Consumers will continue to grow more cautious 
about what and where they share, and migrate to 
platforms that reflect their interests (ex. Tik Tok). 

02
User behavior will be further divided between 
quick, authentic and ephemeral “Story” content 
and private messaging in smaller circles. 

Entertainment properties will look to recreate this 
largely organic trend by creating content that is 
easily meme-able and shareable (to limited effect). 

03

04

INTERNET CULTURE TAKEAWAYS

Escapism through absurdist memes and 
virality of nonsensical figures like Gritty. 

01
Both a growing distrust in platforms—their 
policies and content, and dissatisfaction 
with major platform design changes. 

02
Newsfeeds declined while ephemeral 
content became the new norm and 
private sharing continued to grow.

People latched onto signifiers of new 
entertainment at an astonishing pace—
creating memes that substantially drove 
awareness and viewership. 

03

04
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Fashion & Design
02
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Design and fashion 
became more  
polarized in 2018. 2018

Maximalism gets more extreme

Minimalism gets more extreme

2019

Production Values get more extreme

DIY gets more extreme
Artificiality gets more extreme

Humanism gets more extreme

Showing the most extreme version of 
something is attention-grabbing in a 
complex, fast-paced media 
environment.
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Fashion in 2018 went EXTREME.
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INSIGHT: 
These “chugly” sneakers took over runways and 
Instagram in 2018, bringing new silhouettes to men’s  
and womenswear.  

WHAT: 

Ugly-on-purpose can be a way of showing fashion bravery; especially in the 
case of these sneakers, being seen in traditionally “dad sneakers” ironically 
proves that you are fashionable. 

Chunky Sneakers & Dad 
Fashion

THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

239% Increase in mentions about ‘ugly 
sneakers’ or ‘dad sneakers’ from  
2017 - 2018

31k #hypebaekicks posts

10k News articles about ‘ugly sneakers’  
or ‘Dad sneakers’ in 2018

Note: Mention data includes Twitter, Reddit and News articles, from 1/1/2018 - 12/31/2018
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https://www.racked.com/2018/8/29/17792018/keds-sperrys-preppy-shoes-nike-adidas
https://www.vogue.it/en/fashion/accessories/2018/04/23/dad-sneakers-the-2018-ugly-sneakers-trend/?refresh_ce=
https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=2013-01-01%202018-12-31&geo=US&q=ugly%20sneakers


INSIGHT: 
In an oversaturated market, everyone from high end 
designers like Balenciaga and Versace to mass market 
brands like Champion and Fila have adorned 
merchandise with the name of their brands, a move that 
helps to build awareness. 

WHAT: 
In 2018, there was a surge of logo focused merch. Google's most-searched brands 
were Louis Vuitton and Versace whose logos are clear and conspicuous.

Logomania
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

104% Increase in mentions of “Logo mania” or 
“logomania” from 2017 to 2018 

67k Mentions of #DiorSaddleBag

9.5M Likes on Kylie Jenner’s Fendi logo 
picture

Note: Mention data includes Twitter, Reddit and News articles, from 1/1/2018 - 12/31/2018
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https://www.marieclaire.com/fashion/g25585391/top-fashion-trends-2018/?slide=3
https://www.harpersbazaar.com/fashion/trends/a22466347/dior-saddle-bag-fall-2018-collection/
https://fashionista.com/2018/02/fendi-logomania-fashion-trend
https://www.neimanmarcus.com/p/gucci-vintage-logo-short-sleeve-jersey-t-shirt-size-4-10-prod206570109?ecid=NMCS__GooglePLA&utm_source=google_shopping&adpos=1o3&scid=scplpsku179460294&sc_intid=sku179460294&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIzM-K_eiG4AIVUT0MCh1peQ4UEAQYAyABEgKf4_D_BwE
https://footwearnews.com/2018/fashion/trends/logo-mania-trend-90s-fendi-fila-asics-518423/
https://www.instyle.com/fashion/clothing/shop-logomania-trend?


INSIGHT: 
In a race to make a statement and stay comfortable, 
fashion has gotten all the more big, especially where 
outerwear is concerned. 

WHAT: 

These statement puffers, coats, trenches, and sweaters trended so hard in 2018 
that they became meme-able. (The red jacket Kylie Jenner is wearing on the right 
is a distorted photoshop meant to mock the trend.) It’s comfy, it’s a statement. 

Oversized
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

381M Views on Kanye & Lil Pump’s “I Love It” 
music video

9k Engagements on the original Kendall 
Jenner coat meme 

130% Increase in searches for ‘oversized 
sweatshirts’ thanks to Ariana Grande*

�68*Bustle, 2018

https://www.instagram.com/p/BpH5OhWlLXR/?utm_source=ig_embed
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fall-2018-trend-oversized-coats_n_5b97e065e4b0162f47315a24


81M Festival hair pins on Pinterest 

188k Uses of the hashtag #festivalhair  
on Instagram

INSIGHT: 
2018 became the year where pastel and “princess-y” 
hair became publicly acceptable for adults to wear.  

WHAT: 

There is cultural permission for teens and adults to be more creative and self-
expressive with their looks; meaning more colorful and “wilder” hair styles. 
From temporary hair dye to colorful extensions, there are tons of ways to 
achieve this look. 

Colorful and Magical Hair
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

+40% Growth in “rainbow henna hair dye” 
Google searches in 2018

�69Note: Mention data includes Google Trends, Pinterest, and Instagram from 1/1/2018 - 12/31/2018

https://www.elle.com/uk/beauty/hair/a21155180/pixelated-hair-dye-trend/
https://www.instagram.com/p/BkBQAhjACzF/?taken-by=taylorrae_hair


INSIGHT: 
Picking up steam since 2016, enamel pins reached their 
peak in 2018. With these small accessories, art is 
suddenly more accessible. When people want to show 
off their design aesthetic offline, they can simply pin it 
to their shirt. 

WHAT: 

Enamel pins and buttons are a subtle way for people to endorse their design 
preference or their fandom of their favorite movies, characters and even iconic 
lines in popular culture.  
  

Enamel Pins
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

786k #enamelpin posts on Instagram

120k Enamel pin products on Etsy

270k Google Video results for “enamel pin 
collection”

�70
Note: Search and mention data includes Etsy, Instagram, and Google Video results, from 1/1/2018 - 12/31/2018

https://www.reddit.com/r/BobsBurgers/comments/9hsjm0/pin_collection_my_goal_is_to_fill_the_entire/
http://scribblemaria.co.vu/post/174078263473/mr-stark-i-dont-feel-so-good
https://www.instagram.com/p/BQ_zOTZjeh1/?hl=en&taken-by=pintrill
https://www.instagram.com/p/BeLzvLIFqDo/?tagged=princesspins
https://www.tumblr.com/dashboard/blog/meet-mebytherivers-edge/173930234745
https://www.instagram.com/p/BoGtqm5hawT/?tagged=button
https://www.etsy.com/listing/601223198/buy-1-get-1-random-pin-free-avengers?ga_order=most_relevant&ga_search_type=all&ga_view_type=gallery&ga_search_query=enamel%20pin%20marvel&ref=sc_gallery-1-1&plkey=c89e040ac337cdc5bf830556a526e3ce4cb68781:601223198
https://www.reddit.com/r/BobsBurgers/comments/72sspg/aha_i_loved_this_episode_so_chuffed_to_have_it_as/
https://www.reddit.com/r/rickandmorty/comments/6i3y5g/rick_and_morty_pin_i_bought_at_a_festival/


And fashion in 2018 also went MINIMALISTIC.
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INSIGHT: 
If Instagram didn’t exist, neither would the mini 
sunglass trend of 2018. People embraced the weirder 
more impractical side of fashion with this trend. 

WHAT: 
Shades have actually been getting narrower on the runways for a few seasons 
now but celebrities on Instagram mainly helped to commercialize these tiny 
shades and make them a LOOK.

Mini Sunglasses
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

121k engagements on Mindy Kaling’s tweet  

44k mentions of “tiny sunglasses” 

3k news articles about the trend

Note: Mention data includes Twitter, Reddit and News articles, from 1/1/2018 - 12/31/2018
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https://www.thecut.com/2018/03/10-small-sunglasses-to-help-you-rock-2018s-biggest-trend.html
https://www.thecut.com/2018/03/10-small-sunglasses-to-help-you-rock-2018s-biggest-trend.html
https://www.thefashionspot.com/style-trends/780517-tiny-sunglasses-trend/#/slide/1
https://www.instagram.com/p/BikPGUOBbAz/?utm_source=ig_embed
https://www.manrepeller.com/2018/05/will-we-all-regret-the-small-sunglasses-trend.html
https://www.vogue.it/en/fashion/accessories/2018/06/08/summer-2018-it-girls-coolest-sunglasses-gigi-hadid-kendall-jenner/?refresh_ce=


INSIGHT: 
From clear outerwear to see-through boots and bags, the 
ubiquitous clear material set off by Chanel’s 2018 runway 
show took over many wardrobes in summer 2018. 

WHAT: 
These clear products give us a peek inside— either in an imaginative way or in 
reality. They’re visually appealing, so they perform well on visual channels like 
Instagram. 

Clear Accessories
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

61k mentions about Chanel’s transparent 
PVC bags 

222k Likes on off white x rimowa transparent 
suitcase collaboration

681 News articles about the trend
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https://qz.com/quartzy/1297271/off-white-and-rimowa-teamed-up-on-a-1000-transparent-suitcase/
https://www.marieclaire.com/fashion/g25585391/top-fashion-trends-2018/?slide=7
https://www.glam.com/fashion/see-through-accessories-pvc-bags-fashion-trend-2018/
https://wwd.com/fashion-news/fashion-trends/gallery/spring-2018-trend-seeing-through-in-the-clear-11040655/#!4/spring-2018-trend-seeing-through-in-the-clear-4
https://www.glam.com/fashion/see-through-accessories-pvc-bags-fashion-trend-2018/
https://www.instagram.com/p/Bom0Su-ldgB/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lqjkr1XwEGc


Ways that people bought clothes 
also drastically shifted in 2018.
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INSIGHT: 
Brands like Adidas, Everlane, and H&M have made bold brand 
statements by selling specific recycled-plastic products.  

WHAT: 

Adidas has already sold 1M+ shoes made out of recycled ocean plastic,  
and pledges to up that number in the coming years. Other retailers like  
Everlane and H&M have specific products that lead the category into more  
sustainable practices.

Plastic Recycling in 
Fashion

THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

33% Surveyed consumers who prefer to buy 
sustainably*

1M Shoes Adidas sold in 2018 made of 
recycled ocean plastic**

+34% Increase in searches for ‘sustainable 
fashion’ in 2018***
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*Unilever, 2017. **USA Today, 2018. *** Pinterest Report, 2018



INSIGHT: 
More and more shoppers are buying (or renting) clothes 
just for the Instagram picture, then immediately 
returning them. 

WHAT: 

These “try-ons” are sometimes even sanctioned by the retailers, as ways to 
get free marketing and social posts out of fashion-conscious users. With the 
need to constantly post fresh content, fashion influencers have to turn to 
cost-effective ways to fill their social feeds. 

Even Faster Fashion
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

1/10 UK shoppers admit to buying clothes  
to post on social media and then 
returning them* 

50% Of Rent the Runway’s revenue comes 
from their subscription service, just 2 
years old**

79k Instagram posts hashtagged with 
#RentTheRunway***
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*Qz, 2018. **Rent the Runway, 2018. ***Data comes from Instagram, 1/1/2018 - 12/31/2018 

https://www.instagram.com/renttherunway/


Product design leaned into humanist 
interpretations of minimalism and  
maximalism as visual representations of fun. 
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INSIGHT: 
Swapping out plastic for something biodegradable  
(even for only a limited time) can demonstrate brands’ 
commitment to the planet.  

WHAT: 

Products that traditionally contain a plastic element have swapped out the 
plastic for biodegradable (or even edible!) packaging. These changes don’t 
have to be permanent, but they demonstrate that the brand is interested in 
exploring less wasteful production. 

Beyond Plastic
THE TREND IS
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https://beta.thedieline.com/blog/2019/1/9/dielines-2019-trend-report
https://beta.thedieline.com/blog/2018/11/30/corona-to-trial-a-plastic-free-six-pack-ring
https://beta.thedieline.com/blog/2018/11/27/ditch-your-plastic-shampoo-bottles-with-nohbo


Simplicity
THE TREND IS

INSIGHT: 
Plain and minimalistic design uses its soothing  
effect to draw attention. 

WHAT: 

Packaging design taking minimalism to the extreme, removing imagery  
and reducing visible text to the bare essentials.
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Simplistic branding shifts from 2018
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https://www.underconsideration.com/brandnew/archives/new_name_and_logo_for_dunkin_by_jones_knowles_ritchie.php
https://www.underconsideration.com/brandnew/archives/new_logo_and_identity_for_mailchimp_by_collins_and_in_house.php
https://www.underconsideration.com/brandnew/archives/new_logo_and_identity_for_library_of_congress_by_pentagram.php
https://www.underconsideration.com/brandnew/archives/new_logo_for_bank_of_america_by_lippincott.php
https://www.underconsideration.com/brandnew/archives/new_logo_and_identity_for_dupont_by_lippincott.php
https://www.underconsideration.com/brandnew/archives/new_logo_and_identity_for_american_express_by_pentagram.php
https://www.underconsideration.com/brandnew/archives/new_logo_for_taco_bell_by_lippincott_and_in_house.php
https://www.underconsideration.com/brandnew/archives/new_logo_identity_and_packaging_for_chobani_done_in_house.php
https://www.underconsideration.com/brandnew/archives/new_logo_and_identity_for_century_21.php


Hyper Personalized 
Products

THE TREND IS

INSIGHT: 
Companies have been providing more personalized 
products to provide consumers with the feeling of 
personal communication to draw them in further to 
the brand.  

WHAT: 

Everything in retail revolves around buyer’s behavior, demands and 
transactions. With more data accessible, personalization will continue  
to grow in a more automated way.
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https://beta.thedieline.com/blog/2018/2/26/brands-become-hyper-personalized
https://beta.thedieline.com/blog/2018/2/26/brands-become-hyper-personalized
https://beta.thedieline.com/blog/2018/2/26/brands-become-hyper-personalized
https://beta.thedieline.com/blog/2018/2/26/brands-become-hyper-personalized


Mimics
THE TREND IS

INSIGHT: 
We feel attracted to odd-looking packaging that tricks 
our mind into believing it’s something else. 

WHAT: 

From bamboo trees to birds and classic works of art, this packaging draws you 
in.
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http://backbonebranding.com/works/pchak/
https://www.behance.net/gallery/52194497/Babushka
http://www.depotwpf.com/news/478/famous_cider/
https://www.behance.net/gallery/54675159/Bamboo-juice


SAY IT LOUD
THE TREND IS

INSIGHT: 
Large bold typefaces paired with fun quirky text  
are a fun way to stand out on shelves and online. 

WHAT: 

Packaging focusing on very large text that takes most of the visual  
room as well as removing any kind of imagery and illustrations.
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https://www.eboost.com/
https://beta.thedieline.com/blog/2017/8/29/cale
http://www.forthandback.la/work/mother/


Doodles
THE TREND IS

INSIGHT: 
Hand-drawn illustrations and handwriting humanize 
products, standing out from competition that feels 
overly formal or rigid. 

WHAT: 

Kid-like illustrations and handwritten text on packaging conveys 
a more friendly and playful style.
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https://www.behance.net/gallery/50440987/CAT-COOKIES
https://www.behance.net/gallery/55574609/Coronado-Brewing-Company
https://www.packagingoftheworld.com/2017/10/cup-noodles-by-janet-lee.html
https://99designs.com/profiles/loudfrog/designs/683640
https://misfitoddsquad.com/


Some brands are using design to situate  
their products in specific cultural contexts.
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Batman 
(Franchise)

Feudal Japan 
(Cultural Lens) 

Batman Ninja Movie 
(Refreshed Franchise) 

+ =

New cultural contexts freshen up  
existing properties 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CwPFxcefpdU


INSIGHT: 
A global resurgence for nostalgia in these decades has 
been driven by Gen-Z’s obsession with their aesthetics 
and tropes.  

WHAT: 

These usually come out in the revitalization and sometimes the relaunch of 
brands (like Lisa Frank and Trapper Keeper) and media (like The Breakfast 
Club) from those decades. Recontextualizing established 80s and 90s tropes 
in modern spaces creates a way for everyone on the internet to celebrate 
those decades.  

80s and 90s Nostalgia
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

10k News articles about 90s fashion  
in 2018

2M Posts on Instagram about #90sFashion

14k Engagements on the Breakfast Club 
themed Wonder Woman ‘84 tweet
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Note: Mention data includes Twitter, Instagram, and News articles, from 1/1/2018 - 12/31/2018

http://www.vulture.com/2016/10/1986-helped-create-superhero-boom-dark-knight-rises-watchmen-crossovers.html
http://www.latimes.com/fashion/la-ig-wild-fable-original-use-target-20180829-story.html
https://twitter.com/FionaUnderhill/status/1030455123510624256
https://news.avclub.com/the-wonder-woman-84-cast-is-embracing-the-80s-with-a-br-1828430341
https://www.marieclaire.com/fashion/g25585391/top-fashion-trends-2018/?slide=18
https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=all&geo=US&q=90s%20style
https://www.theodysseyonline.com/generation-and-the-90s
https://www.bustle.com/p/lisa-frank-nail-polishes-are-just-as-good-as-you-imagined-they-would-be-photos-62878
https://www.bustle.com/p/lisa-frank-nail-polishes-are-just-as-good-as-you-imagined-they-would-be-photos-62878


INSIGHT: 
Witches are played in modern culture as “spooky fun” 
rather than genuinely scary or occult.  

WHAT: 
Themes of witches and covens are being seen throughout popular culture in 
relation to the women’s movement and recent shows like AHS Apocalypse and 
The Adventures of Sabrina. Magic themes are relevant in the Marvel series. 
Witchcraft specifically will be a large portion of the upcoming Avengers 4 film 
which features the Scarlet Witch. 

Witches
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

2M #witchesofinstagram posts

55k Witchcraft products on Etsy

22k Engagements on @honest’s  
“watching Hocus Pocus” meme
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Note: Mention data includes Etsy and Instagram, from 1/1/2018 - 12/31/2018

https://www.instagram.com/p/Bk3dRusFSP8/?hl=en&taken-by=the.wing
https://www.instagram.com/p/Bk3dRusFSP8/?hl=en&taken-by=the.wing
https://twitter.com/BayyLeAnn/status/1052971230872121344
https://media.giphy.com/media/e0FRtjNpmCMqA/giphy.gif
https://www.instagram.com/p/BpINF1wnC_m/?tagged=witchesofinstagram
https://twitter.com/sabrinanetflix/status/1047493978789097472
https://www.instagram.com/p/BohGXvKHXnS/?taken-by=honest
https://www.etsy.com/listing/613864424/crystal-ball-witch-sticker-magic-sticker?ga_order=most_relevant&ga_search_type=all&ga_view_type=gallery&ga_search_query=witch%20sticker&ref=sr_gallery-1-8&organic_search_click=1&combo=1
https://www.etsy.com/search?q=witchcraft


INSIGHT: 
Renaissance art is so iconic and instantly recognizable 
that it is fun to apply to modern-day subjects.  

WHAT: 

People are sharing historic paintings with a humorous twist. This trend ranges 
from people identifying features similar to themselves or popular figures in 
paintings to captioning pieces with new-age slang. The merger of revered art  
from the past with this modern take is not only comical, but it also reveals 
shocking resemblances. 

Renaissance
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

502k Subscribers to r/AccidentalRenaissance 
subreddit 

319k Engagements on @norafrican’s museum 
lookalikes post

84k @chalametinart Instagram account 
followers
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Note: Mention data includes Reddit and Instagram, from 1/1/2018 - 12/31/2018

https://www.reddit.com/r/AccidentalRenaissance/
https://www.instagram.com/p/Borx4OHAl1W/
https://mashable.com/article/timothee-chalamet-photoshopped-historical-paintings/#GOy1.rPnPZqd
https://previewsworld.com/Catalog/SEP180982
https://twitter.com/norfafrican/status/1056669453365186560
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00YAINWOE/ref=strm_fun_nad_54_1
https://imgur.com/t/staff_picks/cxc0yDN
https://www.etsy.com/listing/210108262/iphone-case-custom-pet-portrait-iphone?ref=shop_home_feat_4


In 2018 we saw: In 2019 we expect:

Designing for specific cultural 
contexts can be disruptive and pull 
in new audiences.

Used correctly, cultural contexts can continue 
to breathe fresh life into brands and franchises. 
Moving forward we’ll see both hits and misses.

01 Fashion in 2018 went BIG, BOLD 
and LOUD. 

02
The pace of change continues to 
increase, accelerated by more 
carefully curated aesthetic personas.

03
Product design leaned into humanist 
interpretations of minimalism and 
fun, light-hearted maximalism.

04

01
Fashion will continue to grow more outlandish 
and attention-grabbing, while balanced with 
countervailing minimalism. 

02
While fast fashion continues to feed our feeds, 
there is a growing emphasis on what happens to 
the clothes when you’re finished.

Humanism in product design may begin to feel 
forced if deployed inappropriately or if the 
market becomes oversaturated. 

03

04

DESIGN TAKEAWAYS
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Entertainment & Fandom 
03
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Entertainment brands across the board 
have made a big splash in 2018.   
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They’ve found new approaches to engage with their fandoms.  
  

MOVIES GAMING SHOWS 

PODCASTS SPORTSMUSIC
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https://www.refinery29.com/en-us/2018/10/215069/shows-based-on-podcasts#slide-7


In 2018, movies and shows have taken a more 
thoughtful approach to diversity and inclusion.
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Universe Expansion
THE TREND IS

INSIGHT: 
Content made for specific groups of fans boosts 
authenticity, and garners massive buy-in from fandoms. 

WHAT: 

Blockbusters are adding new and diverse angles to stories by casting 
and displaying cultural perspectives not seen before in mainstream 
film. When done with intention fans typically react well, but when the 
attempt is half baked it leaves a bad taste for fans.

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

1B black panther international box  
office sales*  

2B avengers: infinity war international  
box office sales*

3M Mentions of “Spider-Man: Into the 
Spider-Verse” across social

Note: Mention data includes Twitter, Reddit and News articles, from 1/1/2018 - 12/31/2018

*ScreenRant
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https://www.vox.com/2018/11/28/18113552/spider-man-into-the-spider-verse-review-miles-morales
https://deadline.com/2018/12/shang-chi-marvel-studios-first-asian-film-superhero-dave-callaham-kevin-feige-black-panther-1202512660/
https://www.bustle.com/p/black-panther-helped-2018-movies-break-box-office-records-its-no-secret-why-15563480
https://www.forbes.com/sites/scottmendelson/2018/06/12/box-office-marvel-avengers-infinity-war-tops-2-billion-star-wars-avatar-titanic/#673d69e22016
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tg52up16eq0
https://www.elitedaily.com/p/10-new-characters-in-fantastic-beasts-2-who-all-potterheads-should-get-to-know-asap-9827711
https://qz.com/quartzy/1467016/in-fantastic-beasts-2-diversity-is-an-afterthought/


Refreshing Revamps
THE TREND IS

INSIGHT: 
Bolder, tighter and more intentional social stances  
cut through the content clutter. 

WHAT: 

Foretold stories are being sharpened with thoughtful nuance and a greater  
sense of social awareness and sensitivity. In order to reinvigorate the classics, 
films are incorporating themselves into social conversation.  

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

2M views on the season 1 trailer for “She-Ra  
and the Princess of Power” trailer

1M mentions about “The Chilling Adventures  
of Sabrina” in 2018

67M Box office sales of the “The Grinch” as  
of 11/11/18*

Note: Mention data includes Twitter, Reddit and News articles, from 1/1/2018 - 12/31/2018

*Hollywood Reporter
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https://www.vox.com/culture/2018/10/30/18020046/netflix-chilling-adventures-sabrina-witch-fantasy
https://variety.com/2018/tv/news/chilling-adventures-of-sabrina-woke-witc-premiere-1202987527/
https://www.vox.com/culture/2018/11/21/18105176/she-ra-princesses-of-power-reboot-review
https://www.dailydot.com/parsec/netflix-she-ra-trailer-cast-2018-release-date/
https://www.syfy.com/syfywire/how-the-grinchs-super-meta-totally-grinch-y-ad-campaign-turned-its-box-office-green
https://mymodernmet.com/the-grinch-viral-marketing/


This has led to some discrepancies.
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Critics vs. Spectators  
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

855M global box office sales for “Venom”*

9M mentions about ‘Venom’ in 2018

63% Hereditary audience score on Rotten 
Tomatoes as opposed to the 89% approved 
critics score

INSIGHT: 
Spectators and critics have different values when it 
comes to movies.    

WHAT: 

With movies and cultural moments happening at rapid pace, the thrill 
of entertainment is being lost. More filmmakers are taking new angles 
with their storytelling to keep them compelling, and as a result we 
get movies like Venom. Though this has been going on for a while, the 
disparity between critics and spectators is becoming very apparent. 

**Box Office Mojo 
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https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/heat-vision/why-venom-is-dividing-movie-audiences-1149713
https://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/venom_2018
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jvchamary/2018/03/16/star-wars-last-jedi-science-movie-reviews/#7b975fe674e6
https://www.chicagotribune.com/entertainment/movies/ct-mov-hereditary-controversy-column-0615-story.html


The growing gaming industry is  
getting serious.  
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Gaming Driving Culture
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

200M Fortnite users worldwide as of 
November 2018*

590k News articles regarding Fortnite

81M Total views of the Eh Bee Family’s 
“Fortnite Dance Challenge”

INSIGHT: 
Fortnite revealed that games can keep up with and 
ultimately steer culture with cross-platform cloud 
gaming and unexpected partnerships to boost appeal.   

WHAT: 

The Fortnite phenomenon has torn down platform limitations and is 
bringing in unexpected brand partnerships from Marvel to the NFL. 
The game has found that by including different platforms and 
fandoms, they can increase engagement among players. 

*Statista �100

https://www.businessinsider.com/how-many-people-play-fortnite-2018-11
https://www.wired.com/story/fortnite-crossover-phenomenon/
https://www.polygon.com/fortnite/2018/5/9/17335082/thanos-fortnite-dancing-avengers-guardians-of-the-galaxy
https://www.pcgamer.com/delayed-irrelevant-phenomenon-how-fortnite-became-the-biggest-game-in-the-world/
http://fortune.com/2018/11/05/fortnite-to-offer-football-jersey-skins-in-deal-between-nfl-epic-games/
https://www.psu.com/news/fortnite-dances-lists-names-how-to-do-it/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/erikkain/2018/03/21/the-fortnite-phenomenon-why-epics-battle-royale-is-such-a-massive-hit/#5fadd436c924


Customized Game Play
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

3M Number of Spider-Man copies sold  
in the first 3 days of release*

45k Mentions about “photo mode” in Spider-
Man

300M revenue in the month of May from in-
game Fortnite skins**

INSIGHT: 
Gaming meets drop culture with timely, yet snackable 
content releases finding major success among young 
gamers and fans.  

WHAT: 

Sony’s Spider-Man is seeing massive success for its open world 
gaming, dynamic web-slinging gameplay and its large selection of 
Spiderman costumes for gamers to try out enjoy. A part of Fortnite’s 
success is its continued release of new skins and updates. 

Note: Mention data includes Twitter, Reddit and News articles, from 1/1/2018 - 12/31/2018

*Hollywood Reporter 
**Statista 
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https://www.dailydot.com/unclick/marvels-spider-man-photo-mode-memes/
https://fortniteintel.com/fortnites-new-ark-skin-gets-an-awesome-fan-made-overwatch-remake/10439/


Gaming for All
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

2M views on the ‘Introducing the Xbox 
Adaptive Controller’ video

28k Reddit upvotes on the Xbox adaptive 
controller announcement thread

346k Views on Twitch stream from “Kolorblind” 
following announcement of Overwatch 
colorblind feature

INSIGHT: 
The gaming industry is making games more accessible 
and tailored for all gamers regardless of ability. 

WHAT: 

Gaming companies are making it easier to be a gamer no matter the 
ability. Microsoft created and released a cool new controller for 
disabled gamers, Overwatch recently implemented a update 
specifically for colorblind gamers and streamers, while Spiderman 
has been applauded for its accessibility options as well.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9fcK19CAjWM
https://www.wired.com/story/microsoft-xbox-adaptive-controller/
https://news.microsoft.com/stories/xbox-adaptive-controller/
https://thegamehaus.com/overwatch-streamer-and-1-bastion-main-kolorblind-discusses-the-impact-of-colorblind-features/2018/10/05/
https://www.digitaltrends.com/features/spider-man-accessibility-options-feature/
https://www.reddit.com/r/gadgets/comments/8k3w8l/microsoft_announces_xbox_adaptive_controller_for/
https://www.slashgear.com/overwatch-gets-updated-colorblind-feature-with-nine-color-options-21546973/


Industry Growing Pains
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

906M estimated eSports market revenue 
worldwide in 2018* 

601k mentions about Fortnite being sued, for 
the ‘Backpack Kid’, ‘Carlton’ and ‘Milly 
Rock’ dances

800 active members of the Game Workers 
Unite labor association from 200 in 2017** 

INSIGHT: 

Influencers, celebrities, and more want their fair shake 
in the gaming industry.  

WHAT: 

Gone are the days when becoming a professional gamer was fun and 
lax. With the rapid success of the growing industry players feel the 
pressure and businesses, influencers and even military branches are 
expressing their interest.   
 

*Statista **Polygon

Note: Mention data includes Twitter, Reddit and News articles, from 1/1/2018 - 12/31/2018
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/sports/2018/12/13/its-not-awesome-people-imagine-esports-players-say-dream-job-is-more-than-fun-games/?noredirect=on&utm_campaign=66b8e02a64-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_11_08_08_44_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Internal%20Internet%20Brunch&utm_term=.e8359037ba89
https://www.washingtonpost.com/entertainment/theater_danc/fortnite-fight-can-a-rapper-claim-a-dance/2018/12/07/6c8dd59c-fa4f-11e8-863a-8972120646e0_story.html?utm_term=.76b6f03a6be3
https://www.washingtonpost.com/entertainment/theater_danc/fortnite-fight-can-a-rapper-claim-a-dance/2018/12/07/6c8dd59c-fa4f-11e8-863a-8972120646e0_story.html?utm_term=.76b6f03a6be3
https://www.polygon.com/fortnite/2018/12/18/18146770/backpack-kid-dance-fortnite-epic-games-lawsuit
https://www.polygon.com/fortnite/2018/12/6/18129089/fortnite-dance-2-milly-rock-lawsuit-epic-games
https://compete.kotaku.com/pro-gamers-are-getting-serious-about-unionizing-1823770452
https://www.washingtonpost.com/entertainment/theater_danc/fortnite-fight-can-a-rapper-claim-a-dance/2018/12/07/6c8dd59c-fa4f-11e8-863a-8972120646e0_story.html?utm_term=.76b6f03a6be3
https://www.polygon.com/2018/12/27/18156687/game-workers-unite-game-developer-union-us-uk-france


A few superstars took advantage of 2018 
with their approaches to music.
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Pop Culture Queen: Ariana Grande
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

283M views on the “Thank you, next”  
music video

105M views of Ariana Grande’s   “7 rings”  
music video

47M monthly listeners on spotify

INSIGHT: 

The early 2000’s are the new red-hot source of 
entertainment nostalgia.  

WHAT: 

Ariana Grande, in the past year, has ascended to pop superstardom 
despite adversity. Grande being awarded Billboard’s Woman of the 
Year delivered for her fans by leveraging an iconic girl-powered past 
with an rallying cry for self love. 
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https://twitter.com/ArianaGrande/status/1067297519598616576
https://www.capitalfm.com/artists/ariana-grande/fans-support-mac-miller-trolls/
https://www.billboard.com/articles/partner/8489029/billboards-2018-woman-of-the-year-a-timeline-of-ariana-grandes-big-year
https://www.billboard.com/articles/columns/chart-beat/8494205/ariana-grande-thank-u-next-tops-pop-songs-chart-7-rings-debuts
https://www.vanityfair.com/style/2018/08/ariana-grande-rocketed-to-the-top-sweetener-pete-davidson
https://www.billboard.com/articles/columns/pop/8489013/ariana-grande-thank-u-next-viral-video-event-youtube


K-Pop Kings: BTS 
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

36M total engagements on Twitter in a two 
month span* 

430M views on BTS’ “Fake Love” music video

283M mentions about BTS

INSIGHT: 
Being for a specific audience stokes authenticity for massive 
appeal and success.   

WHAT: 

BTS has build their brand on the message of ‘One Love’ and remaining true to 
self. The group creates music only in their native tongue even with a widening 
global audience which has only boosted their authenticity. Their fans, ‘Army,’ 
made them the most-tweeted about celebrities, gained them the most Twitter 
engagements by far, and propelled them into becoming social justice 
advocates. 

Note: Mention data includes Twitter, Reddit and News articles, from 1/1/2018 - 12/31/2018
* Forbes �106

https://www.vogue.com/article/bts-twt-most-tweeted-about-celebrity-2018-year-end-twitter-data?utm_brand=vogue&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter&utm_social-type=owned&mbid=social_twitter
https://www.forbes.com/sites/emilyblake1/2018/04/04/k-pop-numbers/#785705e748ab
https://www.vogue.com/article/janet-jackson-bts-speech-mnet-asian-music-awards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ErsjsFpIz4s
http://time.com/5405422/bts-k-pop-united-nations-address/
https://www.popbuzz.com/music/news/bts-interview-rm-english-backlash/


The Drake System 
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

8.2B streams on Spotify in 2018

924M views on Drake’s “God’s Plan”  
music video

INSIGHT: 

The all-around appeal approach still requires an all-
around effort for fan engagement.  

WHAT: 

Drake, one of the biggest artists in the hip-hop genre today, has 
repeatedly driven culture through a timely barrage of challenges, viral 
videos, gossip and memes. 

3M mentions of ‘In My Feelings Challenge’

Note: Mention data includes Twitter, Reddit and News articles, from 1/1/2018 - 12/31/2018

*AP News
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https://www.billboard.com/articles/business/tech/8490896/bts-fandom-army-drake-in-my-feelings-challenge-instagram
https://pagesix.com/tv/drake-inspired-in-my-feelings-challenge-won-2018/
https://techcrunch.com/2018/07/03/spotify-users-push-back-at-the-over-the-top-drake-promotion/
https://www.billboard.com/articles/columns/hip-hop/8466047/shiggy-drake-in-my-feelings-challenge-viral-favorites-interview
https://makeyourdrake.com/
http://time.com/5162778/drake-gods-plan/


While the Podcast space is still long tail, 
major entertainment brands are backing the 
category.
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The Podcast Boom 
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

326M US ad spending on podcasts  
in 2018* 

18M views of The Joe Rogan Experience 
podcast

1.5M average number of listeners of Pod  
Save America podcast**

INSIGHT: 

As podcasting grows and content becomes more niche, 
monetization is evolving. 

WHAT: 

The barriers to entry are much lower than they were in the past and 
we’re seeing new and inventive podcasts for just about every niche. 
Podcasts are starting out small and specific and amassing a following 
that leads to live shows and ultimately television series, like 2  
Dope Queens and Pod Save America. 

*Forbes  
**The Guardian 
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https://www.hbo.com/specials/2-dope-queens
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbesagencycouncil/2018/06/21/destinations-neednt-miss-out-on-the-podcast-boom/#64558e2a4325
https://www.hbo.com/hbo-news/pod-save-america-podcast-specials
https://www.billboard.com/articles/columns/hip-hop/8471655/joe-budden-joe-budden-podcast-spotify-deal
https://www.refinery29.com/en-us/2018/10/215069/shows-based-on-podcasts#slide-10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ycPr5-27vSI


Modern Audio Dramas 
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

5M monthly downloads of Night Vale 
Presents podcasts*

350M combined downloads of “Serial” season 1 
and 2 as of september 2018**

69k mentions about ‘Homecoming’

INSIGHT: 
Brands and podcast networks are making a larger 
investment in audio dramas.    

WHAT: 

Podcasts are taking the audiobook to the next level with scripted 
series for listeners to indulge in, mixing sensory elements into the 
audio format.

Note: Mention data includes Twitter, Reddit and News articles, from 1/1/2018 - 12/31/2018

*Night Vale Presents** Vulture
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https://www.indiewire.com/2018/10/homecoming-trailer-amazon-podcast-julia-roberts-1202014074/
https://www.indiewire.com/2018/11/wolverine-the-long-night-podcast-season-2-marvel-stitcher-1202018151/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/welcome-to-night-vale/id536258179?mt=2
https://www.geek.com/comics/more-marvel-podcasts-wed-listen-to-after-wolverine-the-long-night-1740782/
https://wilwilliams.reviews/2018/01/17/love-and-luck-an-audio-drama-beacon-of-queer-hope/
http://fortune.com/2018/09/25/serial-season-one-debut/


Sports, and more specifically its players, are 
shifting the perception of the Athlete.
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#MoreThanAnAthlete
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

100k mentions of #MoreThanAnAthlete

27M views of the Nike “Dream Crazy” ad  
on Youtube

873k mentions about LeBron James’ school, ‘I 
Promise’

INSIGHT: 

We have come to expect athletes to have opinions on 
issues outside of sports. 

WHAT: 

The sports world at the top of 2018 witnessed a paradigm shift as its  
top athletes began to use their voices in hot button political issues. 
From Colin Kaepernick’s peaceful protests to Lebron James’ I Promise 
School, athletes have used their voices and platforms for community-
driven initiatives.

Note: Mention data includes Twitter, Reddit and News articles, from 1/1/2018 - 12/31/2018
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http://fortune.com/2018/12/21/nike-stock-colin-kaepernick/
https://espnmediazone.com/us/press-releases/2018/11/more-than-an-athlete-new-original-series-from-uninterrupted-and-espn/
https://twitter.com/SInow/status/964512313175871488
https://www.uninterrupted.com/podcasts
https://www.uninterrupted.com/podcasts
https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2018/02/19/587097707/laura-ingraham-told-lebron-james-to-shutup-and-dribble-he-went-to-the-hoop
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/early-lead/wp/2018/08/07/lebron-james-turns-shut-up-and-dribble-insult-into-title-of-showtime-series/?utm_term=.7b8d966f4400
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2018/12/17/michael-bennetts-political-football
http://time.com/money/5354265/lebron-james-i-promise-school-akron/


NBA Style 
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

21k mentions about Russell Westbrook’s 
style in 2018

9k mentions about LeBron x John Elliott 

363k followers of @UpscaleHype 

INSIGHT: 

The tunnel stroll is the new fashion runway for athletes.  

WHAT: 

NBA players are more seriously being looked to as trendsetters in the 
fashion category as it has become a real spectacle to see what the 
players have on when arriving to the arena. Players have social media 
pages, GQ articles, and other news stories documenting their fashion 
statements. 

Note: Mention data includes Twitter, Reddit and News articles, from 1/1/2018 - 12/31/2018
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https://www.express.com/mens-clothing/whats-hot/nba-fashion/cat3900007
https://twitter.com/leaguefits/status/1079887669918879745
https://www.tmz.com/2018/12/14/james-harden-versace-snakeskin-suit-houston-rockets/
https://www.gq.com/story/lebron-james-john-elliott-nike-collaboration
https://www.grailed.com/drycleanonly/nba-dress-code-impact-fashion
https://www.gq.com/story/nba-style-players-carrying-sneakers


Professional Fans 
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

146k views of “On the Sticks” with Iman 
Shumpert 

24k Upvotes on the German soccer teams’ 
Fortnite celebration thread

630k Concurrent viewers on twitch with nfl 
player juju smith-schuster record 
breaking 

INSIGHT: 

Athletes are propelling other facets of culture as a  
part of the fandom.  

WHAT: 

Athletes from multiple sports are displaying their knowledge of and 
participation in fan culture, and garnering intrigue and  
viewership from these different subcultures and fan intersections. 
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https://twitter.com/asvpxrocky/status/1061388333790593024
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mNBZX0V9sEQ
https://twitter.com/brkicks/status/967248560965214209
https://www.reddit.com/r/FortNiteBR/comments/80d2mm/german_football_players_perform_1010_fortnite/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2dd-lOiBb-o
https://twitter.com/KingJames/status/1068795571551428608
https://steelerswire.usatoday.com/2018/03/16/juju-smith-schuster-joins-drake-on-largest-twitch-stream-ever/


In 2018 we saw: In 2019 we expect:

Athletes stretching their ability to 
influence different parts of culture, from 
social causes to fashion and fandom.

01
Diverse and inclusive stories focused on 
speaking to specific audiences found 
massive mainstream success.

02
A widening disconnect between critical 
and fan reception across a range of 
categories and formats.

03
Gaming has fully transitioned from a 
reflection of existing culture to a primary 
force creating cultural moments.

04
Continued cross-category conversation and 
influence. Additional found value in uncovering 
authentic intersections of passion points.

01
Continued efforts for the inclusion of 
underrepresented communities paired with 
storytelling that has depth and relatability.

Data-driven studios and creators will continue 
to get smarter about what audiences want.  
Of course, critical opinion will still be courted.

Continued maturation and increasing influence 
of the gaming industry, fueled by Gen Z, who 
have never viewed gaming as niche.

ENTERTAINMENT & FANDOM TAKEAWAYS
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With cultural change and adoption continuously 
accelerating, toy product design and 
manufacturing have had to become more agile 
to stay relevant.
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The use of tablets, smartphones and consoles have turned 
hyperstimulation into the new norm, pressuring typically  
passive toys into becoming more complex and sensory stimulating.

Hyperstimulation Race
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Scent Unboxing
THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

views on the top 10  
‘Bananas collectible’ videos

144k views on the top 10 ‘Hatchimals  
Sweet Smelling’ videos

7M

INSIGHT: 

While visual stimulates still reign king in collectibles, 
scent has been more incorporated as a new element of 
surprise and sensory play. 

WHAT: 

New collectibles are being created with a focus on scent, and 
scents are being added as a new dimension to classic toys to 
enhance the unboxing experience.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i2BWr7zGpoE


93M views on the top 10 ‘Zuru Smashers’ 
videos

Tactile Unboxing
THE TREND IS

INSIGHT: 

Modern unboxing experiences played an increasingly 
important role in creating recognizable brands in 2018. 
Brands continue to find unusual way of revealing the 
mystery of their new collectible to peak audience 
interest. 

WHAT: 

From mermaid themed bath bombs to treasure chests, these 
collectibles are packaged to enhance the unboxing experience.

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

2M views on the top 10 ‘fizz n surprise Color 
Changing Mermaids’ videos

32M views on the top 10 ‘Pooparoos’ videos
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https://youtu.be/2Ki__Uhz75M
https://www.amazon.com/Moose-Toys-Surprise-Mermaids-Bundle/dp/B07BLNY279/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1541195209&sr=8-1&keywords=Fizz+%27n%27+Surprise&tag=popsugarshopx-20
https://youtu.be/4sI_VnKW7es
https://www.amazon.com/Scientific-Explorer-Monster-Bombs-Multi/dp/B07CNTM1Z9/ref=sr_1_2?s=toys-and-games&ie=UTF8&qid=1541190476&sr=1-2&keywords=Monster+Bath+Bombs&dpID=61l4cmfFb-L&preST=_SY300_QL70_&dpSrc=srch&tag=popsugarshopx-20
https://www.amazon.com/TREASURE-X-41500-Adventure-Pack/dp/B079PTBMXP


Technology and video games have become so prevalent  
among younger audiences that all kinds of play are being infused 
with tech to create more engaging experiences.

Tech redefining play
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Augmented reality
THE TREND IS

INSIGHT: 

One of the quickest growing and developing 
technologies is quickly taking over the kids space 
making it ever the more easily accessible for children 
to use and play with. 

WHAT: 

AR Toys offer incredible experiences that are memorable and 
stimulating to kids imagination, and most of all play! 

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

1M views on the top 10 ‘Augmoto: AR racing 
on Hot Wheels’ videos

905k views on the top 10 ‘K’nex Thrill Rides 
and Ride it VR App’ videos

6M views on the top 10 ‘Hero Vision Iron Man’ 
videos
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https://www.thetoyinsider.com/toys/hot-wheels-augmoto-augmented-reality-racing-track-set/
https://www.thetoyinsider.com/toys/knex-thrill-rides-bionic-blast-roller-coaster-building-set/
https://www.amazon.com/Seedling-Parker-Augmented-Toddlers-Learning/dp/B074D5B66P/
https://youtu.be/mdsgyeVWuJg


Drones and Robots
THE TREND IS

INSIGHT: 

Kids are drawn to the powerful cool factor that 
comes with playing with controlling drones and 
robots. 

WHAT: 

From working drones and robots used to play predesigned 
games and sports for kids, to more adult versions that integrate 
phones or rely on body gestures to be controlled.

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

13M views on the top 10 ‘Really Rad Robot’ 
videos

14M views on the top 10 ‘Air Hogs Supernova’ 
videos 

62k mentions about ‘drone toys’ in 2018 
(+14% increase from 2017)
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https://www.thetoyinsider.com/toys/sky-viper-journey-pro-video-drone/
https://www.thetoyinsider.com/toys/really-rad-robots-mibro/
https://www.thetoyinsider.com/toys/air-hogs-supernova/
https://www.thetoyinsider.com/toys/hexbug-robotic-soccer-arena/


Voice Activated Play
THE TREND IS

INSIGHT:  

With voice assistants permeating mainstream family 
culture, including a voice assistant in gameplay is an 
easy logical step to up the fun of Game Night. 

WHAT: 

Reinvented traditional and new games and toys using Voice 
Activated tech to either enhance or remove the more boring parts of 
the experience.

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

21M Views of the top 10 ‘Spy Robot’ videos 

8M Views of the top 10 ‘Skyrim Very  
Special Edition’ videos

230K Views of the top 10 ‘When in Rome 
Alexa’ videos
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https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/winners-announced-for-10th-annual-kapi-awards-at-ces-2019-300761743.html
https://youtu.be/iavDFg7v728
https://www.thetoyinsider.com/toys/boxer/
https://www.polygon.com/e3/2018/6/11/17448080/skyrim-alexa-iphone-android-how-to-play


This year we’ve seen the behavior of doing it “for the Gram” 
leading to new sparkly and bubbly toys as well as larger than 
life bundles designed for unboxing videos.

Designed for the Gram
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Multilayer Unboxing
THE TREND IS

INSIGHT: 

Revealing collectible mysteries gets kids hyped with  
excitement and anticipation while also helping to 
feed their feeds. 

WHAT: 

Collectible packaging with several components that are revealed 
progressively through different experiences that keep the 
unboxing thrill for a longer time.

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

views of the top 10 ‘LOL BIGGER 
Surprise unboxing’ videos75M

23M views of the top 10 ‘Pikmi Pops 
 Flips Cotton Candy’ videos

75M views of the top 10 ‘Ryan’s World 
Mystery Egg unboxing’ videos
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https://www.amazon.com/Boxy-Girls-Mystery-Box/dp/B07HDW6ZZ7/ref=pd_sim_21_1?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_i=B07HDW6ZZ7&pd_rd_r=7c21acea-f42c-11e8-a9a4-91dd53fb1641&pd_rd_w=M3otN&pd_rd_wg=uSIRO&pf_rd_i=desktop-dp-sims&pf_rd_m=ATVPDKIKX0DER&pf_rd_p=18bb0b78-4200-49b9-ac91-f141d61a1780&pf_rd_r=889983146S07X7M4D1FP&pf_rd_s=desktop-dp-sims&pf_rd_t=40701&psc=1&refRID=889983146S07X7M4D1FP
https://www.goodhousekeeping.com/childrens-products/toy-reviews/a25240291/ryans-world-giant-egg-walmart-black-friday/
https://www.amazon.com/L-O-L-Surprise-553007-Bigger/dp/B07BHQ81XG/?tag=135884-holidaysneakpeeks-20&ascsubtag=referrer:https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%7Ct_loaded:1543531610072%7Ct_clicked:1543531902413%7Ct_toclick:292341
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jWMqDM0-LNE&t=9s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GdP7lGFC_fg


Sequin Plushies
THE TREND IS

INSIGHT: 

With maximalism continuing to trend, kids are  
getting on into it with sequins’ dazzling mix of 
colors and textures. 

WHAT: 

Plushies with sequins covering all its surface and others just 
covering a part of them. Plus, some are also following the 
surprise trend by coming in egg packaging.

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

views of the top 10 UGC Rainbocorns 
YouTube videos

71k views of the top 10 UGC Shimeez  
YouTube videos 

109% increase in mentions about sequin 
plushies in 2018 

12M

Note: Mention data includes Twitter, Reddit and News articles, from 1/1/2018 - 12/31/2018 �127

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JCyfMs1AatA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kUK-MikVVxw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jsq3U55fEOg
https://learningexpress.com/sequin-pets-sparkles-the-unicorn


Wearable Collectibles
THE TREND IS

INSIGHT: 

Collecting is no longer enough for kids. They’re now 
looking for collectibles they can wear to show off 
their collection. 

WHAT: 

Starting with Fingerlings there’s been a burst of interactive versions 
of classic collectibles, some new collectibles designed to react to 
your moves as well as shapeshifting collectibles that turn into 
bracelets.

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

24M views of the top 10 ‘Pomsies’ videos

23M views of the top 10 ‘Twisty Petz’ videos

7M views of the top 10 ‘Fingerlings Hugs’ 
videos
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https://www.amazon.com/Fingerlings-HUGS-Advanced-Interactive-Monkey/dp/B07B3535JL
https://www.amazon.com/Pomsies-Patches-Plush-Interactive-White/dp/B07DK9MMWJ
https://youtu.be/OvjvRADt97g
https://www.amazon.com/Twisty-Petz-Kitties-Collectible-Bracelet/dp/B07C3N69M1/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?s=toys-and-games&ie=UTF8&qid=1541187715&sr=1-1-spons&keywords=twisty+petz+collectible+toys&psc=1&tag=popsugarshopx-20


In 2018, the desperate need for fun and laughter led  
to OTT absurdity to take over all kinds of toys and  
games for kids and adults alike.

Absurdity = Fun
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Gross is fun
THE TREND IS

INSIGHT: 

Kids find all the more absurdly gross themed toys 
hysterically funny to watch and play. 

WHAT: 

Poop, farts and bugs were a prominent theme among toys and 
games. From games about eating bugs, to toys that make unique 
farting sounds & smells as well as others that combine the world 
of unicorn poop and slime.

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

18M views of the top 10 Poopsie Slime 
Surprise videos

7k mentions about Poopsie Slime  
post-July launch

6k mentions of Don’t Step in It  
post-January launch

Note: Mention data includes Twitter, Reddit and News articles, from 1/1/2018 - 12/31/2018 �130

https://www.target.com/p/flushin-frenzy-game/-/A-53281168?ref=tgt_adv_XS000000&AFID=google_pla_df&fndsrc=tgtao&CPNG=PLA_Toys%2BShopping_Local&adgroup=SC_Toys&LID=700000001170770pgs&network=g&device=c&location=9004338&gclsrc=aw.ds&ds_rl=1246978&ds_rl=1248099&ds_rl=1246978&ref=tgt_adv_XS000000&AFID=google_pla_df&CPNG=PLA_Toys+Shopping_Local&adgroup=SC_Toys&LID=700000001170770pgs&network=g&device=c&location=9004338&gclid=Cj0KCQiAsdHhBRCwARIsAAhRhsmifK8YuTm3km9tqaeOSvQa2dAXPpwhq95I66Og7bqmE_cXiYIQhHoaAinEEALw_wcB&gclsrc=aw.ds
https://www.walmart.com/ip/Don-t-Step-In-It-Game-for-Kids-Ages-4-and-up/806548091?wmlspartner=wlpa&selectedSellerId=0&wl13=3520&adid=22222222227000000000&wl0=&wl1=s&wl2=c&wl3=42423897272&wl4=pla-51320962143&wl5=9004338&wl6=&wl7=&wl8=&wl9=pla&wl10=8175035&wl11=local&wl12=806548091&wl13=3520&veh=sem&gclid=Cj0KCQiAsdHhBRCwARIsAAhRhsk2lMY6GCSG2MQm-biE6HPuW7zdVVscAGEmlg570_OLLGvT4_ZNOecaAqLREALw_wcB
https://www.amazon.com/Geek-Co-Science-Gross-Gummy/dp/B07B7PVB1Y/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?s=toys-and-games&ie=UTF8&qid=1541187106&sr=1-1-spons&keywords=Gross+Gummy+Candy+Lab&psc=1&tag=popsugarshopx-20
https://www.amazon.com/Tongue-Catch-Card-Eat-Double-Desktop/dp/B07FVL8RVN/ref=sr_1_4?s=toys-and-games&ie=UTF8&qid=1541198733&sr=1-4&keywords=Tic+Tac+Tongue&dpID=61Jc9xUenrL&preST=_SY300_QL70_&dpSrc=srch&tag=popsugarshopx-20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tc3oWnBOpjc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gu9uRQ7kosg


Internetty Card Games  
go Mainstream

THE TREND IS

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

INSIGHT: 

In 2018, the card game aisle exploded with internet humor 
based games.  

WHAT: 

From card games inspired by popular memes to others about sabotaging 
overly curated social personas, internet humor has become mainstream 
enough that major retailers like Walmart have gotten in on the 
phenomenon that people of all ages can participate in.

18k mentions of ‘What Do You Meme?’

1k mentions of ‘Relative Insanity’

800 mentions of ‘Social Sabotage’

Note: Mention data includes Twitter, Reddit and News articles, from 1/1/2018 - 12/31/2018 �131

https://youtu.be/Q13dUXftlgU
https://www.amazon.com/Relative-Insanity-Party-About-Relatives/dp/B079997BXY
https://www.walmart.com/ip/What-Do-You-Meme-Core-Game/55172242
https://youtu.be/TtFaOVfX8SY
https://youtu.be/TtFaOVfX8SY


With technology being almost inescapable, we’ve seen 
toys and games taking a DIY approach that turns play 
into a fun learning experience. 

Tech goes DIY
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Coding Games
THE TREND IS

INSIGHT: 

These games leverage the kids’ already embedded 
love for playing video games with a fun feature to 
help them learn to code while playing. 

WHAT: 

From building card games to programming robots, these toys 
and games revolve around learning to code while having fun.

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

18M views of the top 10 ‘Harry Potter Kano 
Coding Kit’ videos

2M views of the top 10 ‘Jimu Robot’ videos

250K dollars raised on Kickstarter “17 times 
more than the target”
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https://www.robolink.com/
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/robolink/driving-into-the-world-of-ai-zumi?ref=section-design-tech-projectcollection-projects-featured-in-our-inve
https://ubtrobot.com/collections/jimu-robots
https://www.playpiper.com/products/piper-computer-kit
https://www.potatopirates.game/
https://kano.me/store/us/products/coding-wand?gclid=Cj0KCQiAsdHhBRCwARIsAAhRhsnS5hSonjQK96eUrlyPP1YqcuRhpxhA2B5UzZ3gvLTazo3LXY6zqgoaAluhEALw_wcB


DIY Video Games 
THE TREND IS

INSIGHT: 

Nintendo Labo’s popularity skyrocketed by simply 
adding a physical element to the digital experience 
making it feel more rich, real and immersive.  

WHAT: 

Video and computer games that need to be built and put 
together by the player adds an enticing physical interaction to 
the digital experience.

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

59M views of the top 10 ‘Nintendo Lao’ 
videos

26M views of the top 10 ‘Kano Computer Kit’ 
videos
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https://youtu.be/P3Bd3HUMkyU
https://kano.me/store/us/products/computer-kit-touch


Our state of constant stimulation has 
pushed product design into a 
hyperstimulation race.

In 2018 we saw: In 2019 we expect:

01

02 Tech infused into everything, redefining 
typical play experiences.

03 Toys and games are being designed to 
inspire engaging social content. 

  

04
Continued polarization of product portfolios, 
balancing silly, highly stimulating experiences 
with tech-infused immersive skill-building ones.

01 An ever greater variety of new ways to 
amplify the sensory experience.

02 This tech infusion will continue, counterbalanced 
with a rise in more simple, lo-fi experiences 

03 Embed sharablity in product and packaging will 
continue, but watch out for unboxing wearout.

04

PRODUCT TAKEAWAYS

Minimalism and maximalism reflected in 
products, with absurd items to make us 
laugh and thoughtful ones to help us learn.
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64 observations
RECAP

Community 
Confusion

Ephemeral 
 Content

Identity  
Memes

Everything  
is Fake

Cringe  
Brands

Meme  
Marketing

Parties  
for every  
occasion

Con 
 Artists

Dark  
Social

Pet  
Cosplay 

Dance  
Challenges

Costume  
Breakdown

All-in-one 
Platforms

Cringey 
UGC

Big Animals
Absurd  
Fame

 TikTok 
Challenges

Distrust 
 of 

Platforms

Colorful  
& Magical 

Hair

Chunky 
Sneakers 

Enamel  
Pins

Mimics

Witches

Even  
Faster  

Fashion

Plastic 
Recycling  
in Fashion 

80s & 90s  
Nostalgia

Hyper 
Personal

Beyond 
Plastics

Logomania

Simplicity

Oversized

Clear 
Accessories

Doodles

Customized 
Game Play

The  
Podcast  
Boom

#MoreThan 
AnAthlete Pro Fans

Critics v 
Spectators

Universe 
Expansion

The Queen: 
Ariana 

Grande

Gaming  
for All

The Drake 
System

Gaming  
Driving 
Culture

Gaming 
Industry  
Growing  

Pains

Refreshing 
Revamps

Modern  
Audio  

Dramas

NBA Style

K-pop  
Kings BTS

DIY Video 
Games

Unusual 
Unboxing

Internetty 
Card 

Games

Sequin  
Plushies

Drones  
and  

Robots

Unboxing  
Scents

Multilayer 
Unboxing

Gross  
is Fun

Coding  
Games

Augmented 
Reality

Wearable 
Collectibles

Voice  
Activated  

Play

Mini 
Sunglasses

SAY IT  
LOUD

Tactile 
Unboxing

Renaissance

Internet Culture Design Entertainment & Fandom Product & Packaging
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55 Washington Street, 5th Fl, Brooklyn, NY 11201 
(718) 222-0281 •  Ask for Meg Hamill 
bigspaceship.com 

thank 
you
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https://www.bigspaceship.com/

